Ministers should Provide Women with Equal Opportunities: EU
Providing women with equal opportunities is not only a matter for the Ministry of Women’s Affairs. It must be at the top of the agenda of every single one of the new ministers, says EU Ambassador Franz-Michael Mellbacher.

US General Campbell
ISIS (Daesh) Recruiting in Afghanistan and Pakistan

President Renews Commitment to Banishing Terror

Iran to Invite Ghani on Kabul-Tehran Security Pact

Civil Society Activists Pick Holes in Cabinet Formation

AIHRC, Civil Society Survey Focuses on Barriers to Peace

KARUL - Second Vice President Senator Danish Thursday said the previous government had failed in its efforts to ensure peace and eliminate terrorism. Addressing participants of a national conference in Kabul, Danish said: "(More on PA)".

Gen. Raheel, British Leaders Confer on Afghan Stability

KARUL - Currently on a visit to the United Kingdom, the Pakistan army chief has discussed the prevailing situation in the region, particularly the situation in Afghanistan, a media report said on Thursday. Chief of Army Staff Gen. Raheel Sharif, during a meeting with Downing Street, conferred with British - (More on PA).

Report Questions Parliament’s Oversight, Legislative Competence

KARUL - The Afghanistan Peace and Security Research Institute (APSI) released a new report this week, offering alarming evidence of Parliament’s oversight of the peace process over the past year, highlighting the lack of oversight and the rising tide of legislative incompetence among other issues as a result of the overlapping executive-legislative system. According to the findings of the Afghanistan Peace and Security Research Institute, an organization dedicated to working to - (More on PA).

KARUL - US Special Representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan Daniel F. Feldman on Thursday called on President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, the Presidential Palace said. During the meeting the two sides discussed bilateral relations, security, the Afghan peace process, regional issues, and US Foreign Secretary John Kerry’s visit to Pakistan. Ghani said terrorism was a challenge to the entire region, calling for eliminating all types of terrorism in accordance to a statement from the Presidential Palace. He removed his government’s department in banishing terrorism: The US army assisted Ghani of Washington’s full support, saying Kerry had encouraged Paktiastan’s civilian and military leadership to continue with its effective campaign against terrorism. Separately, Ghani also met Cana- dian - (More on PA).

KARUL - The European Union (EU) in Kabul marked "The Year Hand for Afghan Women" a campaign launched in 2014 by the European Union Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women in Afghanistan and Head of the European Union Delegation to Afghanistan, Ambassador Franz-Michael Mellbacher who commemorated President Ashraf Ghani for his initiative - (More on PA).

KARUL - Civil society activists on Thursday said most of them remains lacked professional experience and asked the Woleed Jigla to use the trust given to them for national interests. After more than 18 days of its inauguration, the unity government on Monday announced the long-awaited list of 7 minister-designates, the National Directorate of Security (NDS) and the Afghanistan Bank board. - (More on PA).

KARUL - Extended corruption, absence of rule of law, human rights violations and abductions in development across provinces are the primary issues on the agenda of the AIHRC’s Human Rights Board, officials say. From the Afghan government, human rights violations and civil society groups gathered in Kabul on Thursday. - (More on PA).

KARUL: - The commander of the NATO-led Resolute Support mission in Afghanistan Gen. John Campbell has said that the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) is recruiting militarily in Afghanistan. In an interview with the Army Times, Gen. Campbell said: "We are seeing signs of some recruiting. There have been some reports that these have been reports of people trying to enroll both in Afghanistan and Pakistan, quite frankly. According to Gen. Campbell, - (More on PA).

KARUL - US-Funded Police Centre in Wardak Crumbling: SIGAR

KARUL - A $400,000 US-funded police training center in central Afghanistan is crumbling because of embezzlement, construction flaws, and America’s federal investigators found. In a report, the US Spe- cial Inspector General for Afghanistan Recon- struction (SIGAR) said the same in March Wardak province, providing a center constructed is poorly that it was barely walk- able and the government was rebuilding it. - (More on PA).

The compact was built with sub- standard materials, Wardak’s governor said, the Afghan contractor was allowed to continue construction just four months after it was completed in 2012, the watchdog said, - (More on PA).

The leaders are concerned about the potential for the ISIS group to spread although the group has hard message in Britain. - (More on PA).

The Taliban have their alle- gance to (Islamic commander) Mallick Omar and a different philosophy and ideology than ISIS, but, potentially, there are people who are disgruntled with the Taliban, they haven’t seen Mallick Omar in 10 years, or they want to go a different way," Gen. Campbell said. He - (More on PA).

Afghanistan, UAE Sign Long-Term Cooperation Pact

KARUL - Afghanistan and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) have signed a long-term cooperation agreement on supporting the Afghan prison system, improving security and fighting against terrorism, presidential palace said on Thursday. A statement from the palace said the agree- ment was signed after lengthy discussions in Abu Dhabi between President Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, UAE Prime Minister and high- level delegations of the two countries. Both countries agreed on long-term friendly relations and respecting - (More on PA).

TEHRAN - The Ma- nian foreign minister is expected to visit Kabul where he will - (More on PA).

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif (C) is scheduled to come to Kabul next week aimed at paving ground for the meeting of both pres- idents to discuss on "Comprehensive - (More on PA)."
Kunduz Traders Warn of Protest over Mounting Insecurity

Kunduz City - Dozens of traders on Friday warned of mounting insecurity in the city, occurring in recent insecurity, including multiple looting in northern Afghanistan.

During a protest meeting held in front of the Afghanistan Ministry of Commerce and Industries in Kunduz City, they said that they had been unable to pursue their activities for the fear of rebel即时可读文本

The continuance of the insecurity is something which the traders have said is simply intolerable and have said they are being forced to move to other areas. They also said, the provincial authorities do not help them in addressing the situation.

Police Kill 5 Taliban in Kunduz Operation

Fast Light: 13 police were killed when a joint operation was launched to clear the city of the Taliban. This report was issued by Afghanistan's Ministry of Defense. It is reported that five Taliban were killed in the operation. The Taliban have been involved in several attacks in the province, including a recent one in which 13 police officers were killed. The Afghan government has been battling the Taliban for several years, and this operation is part of their efforts to clear the city of the insurgents. The Taliban have been known to operate in several parts of Afghanistan, and this operation indicates that the government is determined to take action against them.

Police kill 5 Taliban in Kunduz operation: A joint operation was launched in Kunduz to clear the city of Taliban. The operation was carried out by Afghan forces along with the support of US forces. Five Taliban were killed in the operation, and it is reported that the operation was successful in clearing the city of the insurgency. The Taliban have been involved in several attacks in the province, including a recent one in which 13 police officers were killed. The Afghan government has been battling the Taliban for several years, and this operation is part of their efforts to clear the city of the insurgents.
Real Factor of Security and Peace

By Dr. Hussen Yasa

The Afghan government has always been under the threat of war and insurgency. However, the recent months have seen a decrease in the violence and a rise in the peace talks. Despite this, the security situation remains fragile. The government needs to continue its efforts to secure the country and promote peace. The recent elections in Afghanistan have also shown the need for a strong and transparent government to ensure the stability of the country.

The security forces need to be strengthened and better equipped to deal with the threats. The government also needs to address the underlying causes of violence, such as poverty and inequality. The international community needs to provide continued support to the Afghan government in its efforts to achieve lasting peace.

The Afghan government should continue to work towards a more inclusive and representative political process. The recent peace talks have shown the possibility of a peaceful settlement. The government needs to ensure that the rights of all Afghans are respected and that the peace talks lead to a lasting solution.

The Afghan government should also prioritize economic development. The country needs a stable and prosperous economy to ensure peace and stability. The government should work towards creating a conducive environment for investment and job creation.

In conclusion, the Afghan government needs to continue its efforts to secure the country and promote peace. The international community needs to provide continued support and the Afghan government should prioritize economic development.

The Afghan government should also continue to work towards a more inclusive and representative political process. The recent peace talks have shown the possibility of a peaceful settlement. The government needs to ensure that the rights of all Afghans are respected and that the peace talks lead to a lasting solution.
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Govt. Should Devise Policies to Restrain Social Illos

Social ill is detrimental to the social bond of intensive interaction of industrial society, because it impairs the readiness to work. It is an essential and good practice for the people who have become society to that point that they became a part of that society. Today, we are being exactly the same. There are many factors that put down our social bond and make society turbulent. These factors can be defined in different dimensions, but broadly, they can be divided into three main categories. In each category, there are some factors that we need to address.

Social ill includes systematic injustice, social ill treatment, and social ill behavior. Many people are suffering from these problems. Many people are not aware of the facts. Many people have not realized the consequences of our actions.

The government should take immediate action to address these social ill behaviors. The government should work towards creating a strong social bond and a healthy society. The government should focus on educating the people about the importance of social ill and how it affects the society.

The government should also work towards creating a strong social bond and a healthy society. The government should focus on educating the people about the importance of social ill and how it affects the society. The government should also work towards creating a strong social bond and a healthy society. The government should focus on educating the people about the importance of social ill and how it affects the society.
U.S. Military Must Get Ready to Deal with "Challenges": Hagel

WASHINGTON - U.S. Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel urged the country's military top brass to prepare for "challenges" that could pose a threat to American national security. "The world is a more dangerous place," Hagel warned during a speech to U.S. service personnel in Thursday in the U.S. Army Ser- geant Major Academy in Fort Benning, Georgia.

Hagel mentioned threats such as "global instability in the Middle East and North Africa, the emergence of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, and the threat from the West and other countries." He also referred to the nation's security, accurately stating that the service members of the website of the Department of Defense had described the threats as the "new normal".

Fooling Every Attack is 'Extremely Difficult': Europl Chief

THE HAGUE - The number of radicalized Muslims across Europe, their command structure and grooming techniques has increased, making it "extremely difficult" for European intelligence agencies to fully root out threats, top security officials said on Thursday.

"The number of foreign fighters in Europe has increased," said Joachim Winter, member of the special committee on terrorism of the European parliament.

At least 2,500 and possibly up to 5,000 suspects have traveled from Europe to conflicts in Syria and Iraq, he said.

Terrorism experts all agreed that recent gains by the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria in those countries have made it more difficult for the police and the military to stop the attacks.

"We can do a lot more now than we did 10 years ago," said a general in the German police who heads efforts to counter extreme fights across the European Union.

When asked how the situation is evolving, the general said that the current situation is "very complex".

"A lot have been captured and more are on the way," he said.

"What is clear," Winter said, "is that we need to work together on the border of Turkey to prevent foreign fighters from entering the region."

"That's the main problem," he said. "We need to work together with states in Turkey to prevent foreign fighters from entering the region."
US Washington, DC, September 25, 2017

Afghan Refugees in Balochistan Don’t Want to Return

KABUL - Most of Afghan refugees in Pakistan do not want to return to their homeland due to deteriorating law and order situation in their native country, an official was quoted as saying on Tuesday.

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) Representative in Pakistan Maja Ickovic said that “Afghans from Islamabad, Kabul and Tehran are discussing a repatriation plan. Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran have agreed to deviate a strategy to repatriate the refugees who have hosted nationals for long period.” Ickovic said a seminar in Quetta.

Living under precarious conditions in Pakistan, about 1.5 million refugees believe security situation there was better than in Afghanistan. A stepping up by US led UNHCR official as saying.

UNHCR Sub-Office head in Quetta, Lieutenant-General Mehrzad Azimi said that Afghan refugees were not involved in any sub-division activity and in the political administration when it comes to election.

At least 220000 Afghan refugees had been registered in Pakistan from 2003 and 2014 from Balochistan, said a representative of another UNHCR official, who gave a detailed briefing on the repatriation process and mechanisms.

The threat there are 327,700 registered refugees in Balochistan; of which 220,000 are in urban centers. The threat is there are threats are being held on Afghan refugees.
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